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Abstract- In this paper, we introduce a novel concept of
Virtual Mobile Network. When a mobile router has multiple
egress interfaces and uses each interface to connect different
access networks simultaneously, the mobile router can offer
multiple virtual subnets to its mobile network nodes. Each
mobile network node can select one of the mobile router's egress
interfaces to forward its traffic, based on the access network
information advertised by the mobile router. The selection of
best subnet depending on the mobile network node's applications'
requirements, or decision of the internet service provider. The
mobile router will forward the traffic from the mobile network
node based on its selection. In this way, mobile network nodes
can communicate to the Internet as each of mobile network nodes
belongs to separated network.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the wireless technology development, new technical
problems have arisen. Among them, mobility problem refers to
how to provide seamless Internet connectivity while a device
is moving. Numerous solutions such as Mobility Support for
IPv6 (MIPv6) [1] have been suggested to support the host
mobility, while Mobile Network (NEMO) Basic Support [2]
protocol is proposed to support the collective network mobility.
Another issue is multihoming, which is related to a method of
using multiple interfaces of a single host. Site Multihoming in
IPv6 (SHIM6) Protocol[6] describes a multihoming protocol
to support reliable Internet connectivity.
A mobile device with multihoming ability, which means that

the device has multiple interfaces to connect to the Internet,
may meet multiple access networks while it moves. In this
situation, the mobile device uses its network interfaces to
connect multiple access networks simultaneously, and can
exploit various characteristics of multiple networks. But the
method for selecting the most appropriate network are not yet
explored much.

In this paper, we introduce a novel concept of a virtual
mobile network (VNEMO), which means that a mobile router
(MR) allows its subnet hosts to choose the access network link
between the MR and the infrastructure to forward traffic flows
from the hosts. In this way, each mobile network node (MNN)
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can take advantage of different access network characteristic
thanks to the network selection ability of the mobile router.
VNEMO concept can be applied to many NEMO or nested

NEMO scenarios, especially a vehicular area network (VAN).
A VAN is composed of multiple networks, for example, a
sensor network, a network of activation device, and/or a
network of controlling devices, etc. Also there may be a
personal area network for the passenger. All these networks
operate in a same place, so it is desirable for those networks
to be managed separatively.

The paper is composed as follows. In Section II, we
describe some works related to mobility and multihoming.
Section III describes basic concept of virtual mobile network,
and operation of prefix selection mechanism which enables
VNEMO is described in Section IV. Our implementation and
test result is shown in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

MIPv6 [1] supports a mobility of single host. It uses Home
Address (HoA) as a persistent identifier of a device. Initially,
a host using MIPv6 uses its HoA as its internet address when
the host is in the home network. But if the host moves around
and connects to another access network, a Care-of Address
(CoA) is assigned to the mobile host by the access network.
The binding between the HoA and CoA of the host is sent to
the Home Agent (HA) in a Binding Update. The HA maintains
such bindings from mobile hosts it serves. After the binding
is registered to HA, the traffic destined for the HoA of the
mobile host is intercepted by the HA, and then redirected to
the CoA of the mobile host.

The NEMO Basic Support protocol [2] extends the MIPv6
protocol to support mobility of single network. In the NEMO
protocol, an MR sends a binding update message which is
similar to the one in the MIPv6, and moreover, the message
also contains the mobile network prefix (MNP). Similarly to
the process of MIPv6, the traffic destined for the MNP is
intercepted by the HA, and then redirected to the MR. The
MR forwards packets to its subnet hosts.

Multihoming is operation process of a host with multiple in-
terfaces to achieve reliable connectivity, traffic engineering, or
any other purpose. IETF Working Group Site Multihoming by
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IPv6 Intermediation (SHIM6) works on the operation of multi-
homing. A device with multiple interfaces can receive multiple
network addresses from the network service providers. After
connection establishment using one of the network interfaces,
SHIM6 context is exchanged between two communication
endpoints. When current interface being used for Internet con-

nection is failed or down, SHIM6 layer between the IP layer
and upper layer takes care of maintaining reliable connectivity
by exchanging IP level locator and connection identifier used
in upper layer, in this case, which is IP address of the failed
interface. But SHIM6 does not mention any metric to select
an appropriate network interface or address.

Selecting an appropriate network interface is also an issue
when handover process is associated. IEEE 802.21 Working
Group [5] is working on handover process between heteroge-
neous networks. Defining media-independent information to
select an access network is also included in their goal.
Dynamic Network Interface Selection in Multihomed Mo-

bile Hosts [3] describes the interface selection of a multihomed
mobile host with multiple interfaces, in the standpoint of a

host. While a node moves through a certain space, there may
be different kinds of access networks, and because of the
applications' requirements, a mobile host should be accessible
to all access networks. [3] suggests an interface selection
mechanism based on five basic components, Entity, Action,
Policy, Credential and Mechanism. Entity defines an Action,
which specifies an interface to be used on the account of
entity's requirements. Based on the Policy, Mechanism selects
an action to be performed. And Credential is related to
authorize actions that are defined by other entities.

III. VIRTUAL MOBILE NETWORK

A NEMO refers to a router and its subnet hosts, in which
the router and its subnet hosts have mobility. A subnet host in
NEMO is called as a mobile network node (MNN). A network
prefix of the ingress link is called as a Mobile Network Prefix
(MNP). The MR connects to the access network for its egress
link and acts as a gateway to the NEMO. While the MR moves

around and gets new addresses from visiting access networks,
the MNP remains without any change, so the NEMO hosts can

use same address regardless of the movement of the NEMO.

If the MR has two or more interface, and connects to two
or more access networks simultaneously, the link and network
characteristics of those access networks can be exploited by
the MR. However, in the NEMO basic protocol, this feature
is not supported. MR hides movement of NEMO from the
access network, and also the access network from the MNNs.
So a MNN is not informed any characteristic of the access

networks, and do not know about the access network, and
on the NEMO do not know about the access network, so the
multihoming feature of the MR cannot be utilized.
We suggest a concept of a virtual mobile network (VNEMO)

as a method to provide a way for each subnet host to select
the outgoing network. Conceptually, a VNEMO is a virtual
subnet of a NEMO. From the point of Internet's view, each
MNN seems to belong to different subnetwork under an MR,
due to the address ofMR responsible for the MNN is different
for MNN in different VNEMO. Actually MNNs belong to the
same MR, and MNP remains same. A single MR with multiple
interface uses its multiple interface separately to forward the
traffic to different MNNs.

To realize VNEMO concept, an MR which has multihoming
capability should be able to select egress interface to forward
the traffic from its MNNs. Also each MNN should be able to
select the egress network interface ofMR to forward its traffic.
And to make the MNN select the egress network interface, the
MR advertises connected access networks' information to its
MNNs.

IV. MULTIPLE PREFIX SELECTION MECHANISM

VNEMO can be implemented by multiple prefix selection
mechanism. We assume that an MR has two or more egress

interfaces, so that the MR can connect to two or more access

networks simultaneously. Clearly, the MR receives two or

more prefixes from these access networks.
1) Network entry: When an MR detects that a new access

network is available, first it sets up the Internet connectivity
through the access network. After the connection to the access

network is established, a set of information about the access

network is obtained by a proper method.
We believe that the content of the information is determined

by internet service provider's selection. Also information about
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Fig. 3. Throughput for interface selection and no selection when handover
is involved. MIS-based handover refers to the result when interface selection
mechanism is used, and NIS-based handover reulst is with 'No Interface
Selection'.
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network characteristics, like bandwidth, delay, jitter may be
included in the information set. We do not cover the contents
of network information set and its distribution method in this
paper.

2) Network information distribution: After receiving the
access network information, the MR generates internal data
structure to distinguish the access network informs the access

network information to the MNN. The information may be
attached to the router advertisement message, or sent on a

separated packet.
3) Network selection: When a MNN receives the access

network information, it selects one of the access network
based on the network information. The MNN notifies MR its
selection. This should be sent on a separated packet, because
in MIPv6 there is no messaging packet from a MNN to its
MR.

4) Prefix selection: When the MR receives the selection
of MNN, now the MR registers a mapping between MNN's
identity (e.g. IP address) and its selected access network, to
distinguish the access network selected by each MNN. After
registration, the traffic from MNN to the Internet is sent
through the selected access network. If the MR connects to
a new access network, and the MNN selects the new access

network, then the mapping should be changed.

V. MULTIPLE INTERFACE SELECTION MECHANISM

To select the outgoing network, an MR should be able to
select the interface to forward the packets from its NEMO.
The NEMO protocol basically does not support any interface
selection mechanism. Multiple Care-of Addresses Registration
[7] can be used for an MR to register multiple binding updates
for a single HoA, but it does not mention the mechanism to
select an egress interface of the MR to forward the traffic.

Access

Fig. 4. Our VNEMO Testbed

We already suggested and implemented a simple interface
selection mechanism based on the NEMO platform on Linux.
In our earlier work [4], the interface is selected according to a

fitness value calculated by a metric function. The requirement
of user application is carried by new IPv6 hop-by-hop option.
We implemented and tested the mechanism for the handover
scenario, and it shows that the mechanism works so effectively
that the higher throughput can be achieved (Fig. 3).

This interface selection mechanism is also needed for the
implementation of the prefix selection. After the generation of
a VNEMO, the MR should forward the traffic from each node
in the NEMO to the HA, through appropriate access network.
And in this situation, the interface selection mechanism on

the MR's side can be applied to the prefix selection with little
modification.
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Fig. 5. Test result. The prefix 2001:a:e:1::/64, which is alpanumerically
smaller than 2001:a:f:1::/64 is selected by the MNN, so the ICMPv6 echo
reply from correspondent node is sent through the selected access network to
the MNN.

VI. TESTBED AND IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented prefix selection mechanism for VNEMO
using ip6tables and MIPv6 daemon[8] in our testbed. Our
testbed is composed of seven linux machines, Two for ac-

cess routers, one for core router, one for HA, one for MR
and one for MNN. Two access routers advertises prefix
"2001:a:e:1::/64" and "2001:a:f:1::/64", respectively.
MIPv6 daemon is an linux implementation of MIPv6 pro-

tocol, and it also supports basic NEMO protocol. Multiple
care-of address registration and policy routing feature is added
recently, and the feature is used to implement egress interface
selection.
The detection of multiple access network can be achieved

by detection of multiple router advertisement. When the MR
receives any Router Advertisement (RA) message, the MR
looks up its local network prefix database to match the network
prefix delivered by the RA. If any match is found, the MR
takes no action. If there is no match, then the MR judges that
the access network is newly connected network, and adds the
network prefix to its local database.

After adding new network prefix entry to its local database,
the network information is delivered on the separated packet.
The prefix selection daemon in MNN waits the network
information from MR, and when it receives the access network

information, the MNN replies with its selection. For simplicity,
only network prefix is sent to the MNNs, and the MNN selects
just alphanumerically smaller prefix in our implementation. So
the metric function of interface selection is removed in our

implementation.
After receiving MNN's selection, the MR should operate

the egress interface selection mechanism. Egress interface
selection is implemented by combination of MIPv6 daemon's
policy routing and ip6tables. Based on the selected prefix, an

ip6tables rule to support interface selection is created. This
selection is also sent to HA of MR to setup same rules at
HA, so that traffic from Internet to the MNN also transmitted
through selected access network.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel concept of a virtual mobile network

is introduced. A multihomed mobile router which connects to
multiple access networks can advertise information of access

networks to its subnet so that each MNN can select appropriate
access network to forward the MNN's traffic. We implemented
the prefix selection mechanism on the linux kernel with MIPv6
daemon and evaluated the operation of mechanism.
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